ECE 4820 PEER EVALUATION

Use this form to evaluate your teammate(s). Complete one form for each teammate. Print the name of the teammate on the following line. Submit the completed form to your project advisor.

NAME (of teammate) ________________________________________ Date _________________

In items 1-10, give your evaluation using the following 1 to 5 scale.
5 - Far superior. Ranks first among all I know.
4 - Better. Ranks in top half
3 - Same as most I know. An Average performer
2 - Must do better. Lacks a little
1 - Very poor. Ranks last

Is this person:
1. Knowledgeable and technically competent? . . . . _____
2. Creative - an idea source? . . . . . . _____
3. Willing to take responsibility? . . . . . . _____
4. A decision maker? . . . . . . _____
5. Well organized - prompt - dependable? . . . . . . _____
6. A valuable - loyal - teammate? . . . . . . _____
7. Capable of leadership? . . . . . . _____
8. Friendly - easy to get along with? . . . . . . _____
9. Honest - reliable? . . . . . . _____
10. One with initiative and drive? . . . . . . _____

For items 11-21, please circle your response.

From your experience with this person on this project:

11. Recommend for a raise? yes no

12. If yes, how much of a raise? high medium low

13. Recommend for a management position? yes no

14. Choose this person to serve with you again? yes no

15. Judge this person's attitude as: warm cold self-centered

16. Judge this person as: energetic indifferent lazy

17. Judge this person as: shy compatible domineering

18. Judge this person as: abrasive neutral enjoyable

19. Judge this person as: opinionated flexible open-minded

20. Judge this person as: immature showing potential mature and professional

21. Judge this person to have earned the following grade as a teammate (please circle): A BA B CB C DC D E

Do you have additional comments? Make on back of form. If made, check here ( ).

Please submit to your advisor in sealed envelope. Signed (optional) ----------------------------------------
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